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REQUIREMENTS 
 

 Paper A3 or bigger, 120 GSM cartridge available from art shops by sheet. Pads of cartridge 
are cheap, but usually 90 or 110 gsm and stretch easily with all the water. They are fine for 
some things, but not strong enough for covering books. 

 Pages to be used for a journal if you want to make one later. Diana uses use CANSON 
MONTVAL 200gsm which come in a pad of 100 pages and a little larger than A4  but you may 
have a preference for something similar which you can draw or write on.  

 A piece of thick Perspex or heavy plastic sheet the same size as your largest paper. This is to 
rest your paper on and to use as a palette. The size is up to you but the larger sheets give 
more flexibility creatively. Cutting boards with a stipple pattern will not work so well. 

 Any mixture of acrylic colours you choose to use; red range, blue range, earth range, plus 
some gold and silver for effect. Some Derivan liquid pencil graphite is beautiful too as it 
separates and runs into deltas. 

 A few old credit cards. 

 A roller you can use for acrylic paint. 

 A gelli pad if you have one. 

 A plastic spray water bottle. 

 An apron and plastic or paper to cover your work surface. 

 A few favourite brushes to make marks such as a dagger, liner 1” and 2” or a mop. 

 Anything you like to use for making marks; stencils, bubble wrap, gum leaves, etc. 
 
Diana says she sometimes uses thin Japanese papers on the gelli pad to intersperse between the 
journal papers. 
 


